In Divine Company’s

JATAKA FABLES

Community Building
through Puppetry
Movement Song &
Theatre
“Jakata Fables” summons “The Parrot and the
Burning Tree,” “The Monkey and the Crocodile,”
and “The Boar and The Fish,” three of South Asia’s
most beloved parables from Buddhist tradition.
Through contemporized takes on South Asian song,
dance, and puppetry styles, “Jataka Fables” is reimagined for community members of all ages,
weaving together dance, mask, song, and shadow
play against the setting sun.
The three selected stories promote values of
community responsibility, personal agency,
sportsmanship, friendship, respecting and valuing
differences, and seeking guidance from those with
more experience.

In Divine Company is
composed of community-centric multi-media
performance artists and educators. We strive to
create art that uncovers hidden stories and critically
explores complex sociopolitical dynamics that
shape the presentation of history. Issues of race,
identity, language, and community are fundamental
to our work. Performatively, through re-interpreting
our own cultural practices, we enact how we codeswitch between the perverse, the disparate, the
familiar, the reconciling, and the resilient aspects of
our ever-shifting plural identities.

Boston is home to an eclectic

population: Fields Corner and Upham’s Corner
have a significant Vietnamese, Cape Verdean, and
Caribbean immigrant population (especially
people from Haiti, Jamaica, Barbados, and
Trinidad and Tobago). The reason this is exciting to
us is because we all share colonial histories. The
tales we plan to present will be retracing the
popular Jataka fables of South and Southeast Asia
within a Caribbean context.

Community
We envision that participating families will learn
about each others’ history, and through the
community empowerment techniques, the impact
that re-claiming lost histories has on community
resilience.
Puppetry and mask work are often considered the
lowest of the art forms; yet, historically, because it
is the most accessible, community musical dramas
have a long history in spearheading awareness
and building solidarity amongst neighbors that
leads to the kinds of resistance that allow people
to claiming citizenship and civil rights.
We hope that these Jataka Fables will lead to an
appreciation and adaptation of the puppetry arts
amongst our neighbors as a means for community
resilience through story-telling.

Gentrification
As important, these
fables alert
neighbors to the
process of
gentrification
happening all over
the greater Boston
area. Ours is the
city with the fasted
moving
development and
displacement.
These fables urge
each of us to do
our part. Most
neighborhoods
already have
organizations
working to protect
them from
aggressive
development. Join
yours. If we can’t
keep an eye out
for our
neighborhoods, who will?

Hopes & Dreams
These Jataka Fables have been presented twice
thanks to commissioned invitations

Chinese progressive assoCiation’s
“r visions for Chinatown’s right to
Remain!”
We developed the movement script and banners

Photo by CPA. Performing the story of the boar and the fish with ChienHwe Carol Hong of 1000 Virtues Dance (narrator and director of our
performance), Kramer Gibson (music), Iris Cutler (dance) of East Meets
West Bookstore, and of course, Loreto holding down logistics.

Franklin Park Art Grove
We incorporated puppetry song and community
theatre facilitation
All other performance photos from this performance event. Photos by
Ankana.

In the next iteration we hope to coordinate
the mobile bicycle caravan idea, more interfacing
between puppetry and the dance body, and
shadow puppetry

The river
Central to the narrative is the River representing
the great stretches of water connecting the stolen
peoples displaced back to their mother lands. The
River carries the terrible losses and deep pain
always under the surface of survival. She holds the
memories, whispers lost dreams, and teems with
resilient life.

The River was performed by Loreto

KEEPING AN EYE ON YOU, FRIEND

Summary Monkey must use all of his wits to
cancel dinner when he discovers he’s the one on
Crocodile’s menu. And when Crocodile is outwitted,
he gives credit where it’s due.

Story
- Adapted from Noor Inayat Khan
Monkey was living by himself near a riverbank. He
was very strong, and he was a great jumper.
In the middle of the river there was a beautiful
island covered with mango, jackfruit and other fruit
trees. There happened to be a rock sticking out of
the water halfway between the bank and the
island. Although it looked impossible, Monkey was
used to jumping from the riverbank to the rock, and
from the rock to the island. He would eat fruits all
day and then return home by the same route each
evening.
Lady Crocodile lived next to the same river. She
was expecting her first brood. Because she was
pregnant the Lady Crocodile sometimes wished for
strange things to eat.
Lady Crocodile had been amazed, just like the
other animals, by the way Monkey jumped back
and forth to the island. One day she developed a
sudden craving to eat the heart of Monkey! She
made out to get Monkey’s heart in time for dinner.

Lady Crocodile went and laid herself down on the
rock between the riverbank and the island. She
waited for Monkey to return that evening, planning
to catch him.
As usual, Monkey spent the rest of the day on the
island. When it was time to return to his home on
the riverbank, he noticed that the rock seemed to
have grown. It was higher above water than he
remembered it. He investigated and saw that the
river level was the same as in the morning, yet the
rock was definitely higher. Immediately he
suspected the cunning Lady Crocodile.
To find out for sure, he called out in the direction of
the rock, “Hi there, Rock! How are you?” He yelled
this three times. Then he shouted, “You used to
answer me when I spoke to you. But today you say
nothing. What’s wrong with you, Rock?”
Lady Crocodile thought, “No doubt on other days
this rock used to talk to the monkey. I can’t wait any
longer for this dumb rock to speak! I will just have
to speak for the rock, and trick the monkey.” So she
shouted, “I’m fine, Monkey. What do you want?”
Monkey asked, “Who are you?” Without thinking,
the crocodile replied, “I’m Lady Crocodile. “Why
are you lying there?” asked the monkey. Lady
Crocodile said, “I’m expecting to take your heart!
There’s no escape for you, Monkey.”

The clever monkey thought, “Aha! She’s right –
there’s no other way back to the riverbank. So I will
have to trick her.
Then he yelled, “Lady Crocodile, my friend, it looks
like you’ve got me. So I’ll give you my heart. Open
your mouth and take it when I come your way.”
Lady Crocodile, giddy and gleeful, opened her
mouth. She opened it so wide that her eyes were
squeezed shut. When Monkey saw this, he
immediately jumped onto the top of Crocodile’s
head, and then instantly to the riverbank.
When Lady Crocodile realized she’d been
outsmarted, she admired Monkey’s victory. Like a
good sport in a contest, she praised the winner. She
said, “Monkey, my intention towards you was
unwholesome – I wanted to kill you and take your
heart to have a finer supper. Monkey, you have
great cunning. You know no fear. You wanted only
to save yourself. I congratulate you and promise I’ll
let you alone after this.”
Monkey replied, “Thank you, Lady, but I shall be on
the watch for you just the same.”

Puppetry and Performance by Dey

Bring truth to light together

Summary Two longtime friends discover that the
truth can free them from the most convoluted
argument. At the moment of truth, seeking to
believe each other’s perspective without definite
proof, helps to save their friendship.

Story
- An original story inspired by the tale of the
rabbit and the wolf
Once upon a time, there were two very good
friends who lived together along the river. One
was a boar and one was a fish. Every morning the
fish would go say hello to the
boar at the water’s edge. They would make nice
conversation at every meal. And the fish would
follow the boar along the water’s edge when they
had time to play and make merry.
However, every full moon they would get into an
unfortunate argument over how the moon
appeared.
To the boar the moon was the sun become cold and
withdrawn like an ever-watching eye in an inky
pool of sky. It made him sleepy and stumbly. To the
fish the moon was a benevolent melty liquid that
wrapped her in ecstasy and made her feel bigger
and more connected to every being in the world.
As they had no way of visiting each other’s worlds,
it was one of those impossible arguments. The boar
would get very irascible and hurtful and the fish
would cry.

Again this happens, and we see the two friends
fighting with each other so bitterly. This time the
argument escalates so much, they even start calling
each other names! “Bubble breath!” “Tusk face!”
The boar annoyed by the fish’ tears… the fish
scared at how terrifying the boar looks.
Fearing for their friendship, the fish asks the boar,
“Are we at such a point that maybe we never see
each other again? Is it so outrageous that though
you don’t know my world that my world might
exist?”
The boar was stunned by her words and snorted his
confusion. His heart stopped short. As he thought
about what it might feel like not to see his lovely
fish friend kissing his snout in the morning and
jumping out of the water to sparkle in the sun when
they promenade, his anger melted away into
sadness.
He asked her tentatively, “Would you then believe
my world too exists?”
“You aren’t seeing?,” she replied, “You are my
world.”

You inspire me to do my part

Story
- narrated by Shabnam Virmani
The story of this song is that of a brave little parrot
who lived in a forest that caught fire.
All the birds and the animals of the forest were
fleeing. But the brave little parrot could not to flee.
She came and sat on the tree whom she lived in all
her life.
The story tells the conversation between the bird
and the tree
The tree says, “You have wings”
So the bird turns around to the tree and says, “I ate
you’re your fruits, I soiled your leaves, I played
from branch to branch. You burn and I fly away?
You live and love but once”
So what does this brave and utterly foolish and
courageous parrot do? She goes and plunges
herself into the lake nearby, Comes back over this
blazing forest fire, And flaps her wings. Two three
drops of water fall
And then she circles back to the lake. Plunges
again, Comes back over this blazing forest fire.

And again flaps her wings.
And again two three drops of water fall.
And she keeps circling between the lake and her
tree friend.
Her friends, the other animals and birds, who were
fleeing start scoffing at her and laughing at her,
Saying “What do you think you are doing?” She
turns to them and says, “What I can.”
[Just then, the tiger, a most influential being,
hearing all the raucous, goes up a bluff to get a
better vantage point. He sees this brave parrot just
as she struggles to fly down into the forest with
water on her back. Tiger is incredibly moved by
the might of this bird. He begins to cry.
He is so moved in fact he rallies the other animals
to stop the fire and save their home.]
The main refrain of the song is
“O my dear friend | Whom should I love?””
- with slight modification by Pampi

Parrot and the Burning Tree
–
- Original Song inspired by the Bauls of
Bengal and Virmani narration
Once upon a time
Not too long and far away
Lived a tiny parrot
Down deep within a jungle
Once upon a time
May even now and nearby
Lives a tiny parrot
Up high amongst the banyans
Up high amongst the banyans
Over many years
the trees were cut down
Over many years
the trees were cut down
Rootless the earth got dry
Rootless the earth got dry
Rootless the earth got dry
All it took was a spark
from the factory
An absent-minded spark
at the factory

The jungle catches fire
The jungle catches fire
The jungle catches fire
The jungle catches fire
Only the parrot stays and hovers
Round her darling tree
Though she chokes
she stays with her friend
Though she chokes
she stays with her friend
Worried the tree cries out to her
Worried the tree cries out to her
You have wings, my dear, you have wings
Go save yourself and fly away
Go save yourself and fly away
Shaking her head, the parrot cries back
What meaning would life have without you?
O my dear friend
Whom should I love?
My heart swells when I think on you
Something must be done
My heart swells when I think on you
Something must be done

My heart swells when I think on you
Something can be done
My heart swells when I think on you
Something can be done

